
General Concept of the Interval of Validity Service

used in the CMS Offline Conditions Model

This document defines the general frame for the Interval of Validity (IOV) service utilized in the
offline calibration and alignment conditions model. While occasionally some technical
implementation details are stated, the general purpose of this document is to present the offline
IOV concept.

With “Internal Of Validity” (IOV) we refer to the contiguous (in time) set of events for which
calibration or alignment data (in the following called conditions) are to be used in reconstruction.
Depending on the use-case, the IOV will be defined in terms of gps-time, “run-number” or even
“event-number” range. It is important to note that for several conditions data sets the IOV cannot
be determined at the time the conditions are acquired and/or stored in the database. While the
IOV for some electronic related conditions (e.g. pedestal and noise) is identical to the time
interval in which these data have been used in the online operation, some alignment or
environmental conditions data may possess an IOV different from the time period in which they
have been defined. For some use-cases it might be desirable not to change a particular set of
conditions when there has not been a significant change to the data with respect to previous and
successive measurements. This is just one of many examples where the IOV of the conditions and
the time interval of the data sample (i.e. events from RunX to RunY) used to define the
conditions are not identical.  This general IOV concept also supports the use-case of using any set
of conditions data independently of how and when they were acquired, for testing purposes.

For that reason the IOV assignment for a given conditions data set will be carried out at the
offline level. This means that either the algorithm in charge of defining the conditions data or the
person (i.e. physicist) responsible for the conditions must define its IOV.

Therefore, any time information stored at the online level will not necessarily represent an offline
IOV. It will, however, be required to transfer certain time information (and other “metadata”
information stored and defined at the online level) from online to offline to insure a proper
definition of the IOV and other off-line metadata (such as folder name, tags etc). A typical
example for such time information is the “Data Taking time”. This time information will be
transferred to the offline level by default using an automated procedure. It will be used as an input
to the offline algorithm to determine the offline IOV. This time, however, is only one of many
possible inputs that will guide the algorithm (or the physicist) in charge of defining IOV. The
final responsibility of the IOV assignment to a certain conditions data set rests exclusively in the
offline procedure that defines and/or scrutinizes it. This is a very important criterion that
represents the essence of the offline IOV service.

Currently “Valid Time”, “Infinity” and, “Unknown” are the three categories an IOV can assume.
“Valid Time” is the typical use-case. “Infinity” means that for that particular IOV (version, tag
etc) the object is guaranteed to be valid forever.  “Unknown” means that the IOV-service MUST
be queried for each event.  There are different behaviors for distinct use-cases and each category
will trigger a different, but well-defined, behavior of the EventSetup system.

The HLT operation is defined to be an offline operation and, therefore, will utilize the offline
conditions services as foreseen for the pure offline operation. At HLT, however, the IOV service
is reduced to a simple service that insures that for a given “Run”1 the EventSetup delivers the

                                                  
1 In this context “Run” represents a set of recorded events that belong to one set of well-defined conditions



same conditions data for each event. In case of a required change of conditions (e.g. alignment
needs to be updated)  the HLT operations foresees a change of “Run”. Thus, the “Run”
effectively represents the data set that was recorded with the same set of conditions data.

The behavior of the IOV service is defined by its interface. The general requirements on the IOV
service are the following:

I. given a time, it returns an object that is guaranteed to be valid TILL a given time. It also
returns the corresponding TILL time.

II. one or more pairs of SINCE time and data object can be registered  to the IOV service.

III. metadata, such as tags, can be attached to the IOV service to allow user cataloging,
selection of data , and provenance tracing.

IV. the time semantics in the IOV service should be the same as that defined  by the
framework so that the conditions data are synchronized with the event data.

V. The interface might expose both SINCE and TILL time. But for a given functionality
(member function), it requires/returns only one of them.

The time resolution and SINCE to TILL time conversion, etc are implementation details and go
beyond the scope of this document. They will be hidden behind the general IOV interface. The
IOV service implementation guarantees that there are no overlaps in the time intervals.

In this IOV architecture, the conditions data objects and their time indices are decoupled. Each
data object is indexed by its IOV while the data objects themselves do not contain any time
related information. The IOV index can be deleted and recreated independent of the data object it
points to. The data might be rewritten as new objects after processing but  no
updating/overwriting of the old data is expected.

In summary, this document defines the general concept of the offline IOV service that will be
utilized not only for pure offline operation but also for operation of the High Level Trigger. The
assignment of the IOV is a pure offline task and supposed to be carried out by the algorithm (or
person) in charge of providing a certain conditions data set for the offline (and HLT) operation.

                                                                                                                                                      
and configurations.




